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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Colleagues,

After the end of summer, in autumn we are ready for the congresses. In 5-9 October, we are going to have the TSOG congress. 

In 11-12 November we are going to have the “Nutrition in Women Congress.” 

As you also know we have the general assembly of TSOG in November. We are going to elect the new board.

As president of TSOG and the official owner of this magazine, we had changed the editor, I want to thank Prof. Dr. Eray 
Çalışkan very much. 

Our aim was to be a part of SCI, unfortunately we could not manage this yet.

I hope in the near future Turkey’s most important Obstetrics and Gynecology society’s magazine will be an international 
magazine.

If you are going to send your papers first to our magazine rather than after rejection in international papers, you will be a part 
of this success.

During my presidency I tried to change this magazine, partially we did it (English version, change of editor). 

We began the assistant school project and did 7 schools. Many young doctors attended and had been a part of TSOG, I know 
that they are TSOG’s future.

We had done 3 congress and in a few days will do the 4th one.

We had done the TSOG Rising Star project young doctors got an enthusiastic education and we will do it this year again.

We had done sessions in International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics, Ebcog congresses. In International Federation 
of Gynecology and Obstetrics, Turkey had been one of the four countries that decreased the maternal mortality rates efficiently 
worldwide.

We had gone to many cities for local meetings.

We had many ethics meetings and tried to solve the problems of many colleagues.

I want to thank all the members of the board of TSOG for the collaboration and hope that TSOG will be more powerful in the 
future.

I want to thank all friends for being a member of TSOG. 

Best wishes to all of you.

Cansun Demir, Prof. MD

President of TSOG


